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agenda  
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breakthrough sessions  
 

Three concurrent breakthrough sessions will take an honest exploration of critical issues 

affecting the health, adaptability and effectiveness of our sector and showcase examples of 

how we can “break through” barriers to achieve far better outcomes.  

 

Attendees will have the opportunity to participate in two of the following sessions. 

 

Facilitator:   

• Nadya K. Shmavonian, Director, 

Nonprofit Repositioning Fund 

Presenters:  

• Antony Bugg-Levine, CEO, 

Nonprofit Finance Fund 

 

• Stacy Holland, Executive Director, 

The Lenfest Foundation 

 

• Jay Spector, President & CEO, JEVS 

Human Services 
 

 

 

 

  

True Costs of 

Excellence: Getting to 
Better Outcomes 
The growing demands on nonprofits to deliver better 

and longer-term outcomes requires an honest 

dialogue about the true costs to deliver on these 

demands, as well as the power dynamics and trust 

issues that can stand as a barrier to common 

understanding between grantees and funders.   

There is a shift occurring nationally among leading 

foundations like the Ford Foundation to address the 

overhead myth and acknowledge the true or full costs 

required to deliver on the mission of nonprofits.  In 

this session we will explore national trends, and why 

funders and nonprofits in the Greater Philadelphia 

region need to better understand true costs and be 

better equipped for more open and forthright 

conversations between funders and grantees.  If we 

want to get to better outcomes, as a sector we then 

have to be prepared to behave and fund differently. 

 

Recommended reading from our keynote: 

General operating funds, admin expenses, and why 
we nonprofits are our own worst enemies 

 

Presented by:  
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Facilitator: 

• Dwayne Wharton, Trustee, Edna G. 

Kynett Memorial Foundation  

 

Presenters: 

• Vu Le, Executive Director, Rainer 

Valley Corps 

 

• Meg Long, President, Equal 

Measure  

 

• Scot Spencer, Associate Director of 

Advocacy and Influence, Annie E. 

Casey Foundation 

 

 

The Equity Imperative: 

Getting Beyond the Talk 
 
Building from the backdrop of our national discourse 

around questions of racial justice and equity, 

presenters will explore the various barriers that can 

stand in the way of equity and offer attendees 

concrete ideas for how to immediately start building 

greater equity within their organizations and through 

their approaches to funding. 

 

Recommended reading from our keynote: 

Are you guilty of Fakequity? If so, what to do about it  

 

 

Presented by:  
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Facilitator: 

• Kristina Wahl, President, The Barra 

Foundation  

 

Presenters: 

• Sara Brenner, President, 

Community Wealth Partners 

 

• Sundrop Carter, Executive Director, 

Pennsylvania Immigration and 

Citizenship Coalition 

 

• Matt Joyce, Director of Strategic 

Partnerships, Center for Employment 

Opportunities  

 

• Joe Pyle, President & CEO, Thomas 

Scattergood Behavioral Health 

Foundation 
 

• Omar Woodard, Executive Director, 

GreenLight Fund Philadelphia 

 

• Ana Lisa Yoder, The Philadelphia 

Foundation   

Breaking out of the Safe 

Zone: Changing Roles 

and Relationships of 

Funders and Grantees  

Tackling our most complex regional challenges 

requires funders, nonprofits, and their public and 

private sector partners to become more comfortable 

experimenting, taking risks, and working in new and 

different ways.  This session will help attendees break 

through old ways of thinking about the roles and 

relationships between funders and grantees and offer 

ideas and inspiration for setting bold goals and 

achieving greater outcomes.  Speakers will include 

national and local leaders who have successfully 

broken out of their safe zones and can share the key 

lessons they have learned, and continue to learn, 

through this journey.  

 

Recommended reading from our keynote: 

Winter Is Here, and the Wall Between Funders and 
Nonprofits Must Come Down 

 

Presented by:  
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Personal Commitments to Action 
 
In order to facilitate attendees taking action on the various issues explored through our 

breakthrough sessions, we invite you to use the space below to identify 1-2 

“commitments to action” based on what you learned during your sessions.   

 

To support accountability and build connections between attendees, we also encourage you 

to exchange contact information with a neighbor at your table and follow up in the 

coming weeks and months to check each other’s progress toward you stated commitments. 

 

 

BREAKTHROUGH SESSION 1:  
 

Name of Session Attended: ___________________________________________________ 

 

Personal Commitments to Action from this Session:  

 

1. ___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. ___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Contact for your Follow-Up Partner:  

 

Name:        

Phone:        

Email:         

 
  

BREAKTHROUGH SESSION 2:  
 

Name of Session Attended: ___________________________________________________ 

 

Personal Commitments to Action from this Session:  

 

1. ___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. ___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Contact for your Follow-Up Partner:  

 

Name:        

Phone:        

Email:        
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articles & reflections 

 

  



 

 



 

Most nonprofit leaders agree that we need a new way to communicate about the true costs of our 
programs and the vital importance of strong organizational infrastructure. But we have not yet developed 
a simple, consistent message when sharing our view with potential supporters and investors. We are 
stuck with old terms and old images. 
The following series of images and descriptions is really a blog in pictures. How we visualize our 
understanding of nonprofit structure and programs shapes the overhead debate. It’s time to get graphic 
about our new ideas—to deploy fresh images to help educate the public, our funders, and ourselves. 

It’s Time to Retire This 
Pie Chart 

 
When nonprofits are viewed this way, no matter 
how hard we try to think differently, we imagine 
important infrastructure of our organization as 
taking a slice out of the pie—as diminishing the 
“real” work of our mission. 
Strategic financial functions, good governance, 
and the development of key funding partnerships 
are vital to strong organizations. We need a new 
way to communicate this truth. 

 
 

We Need a New Image 

Rather than thinking of our investment in key 
infrastructure as diminishing our programs, it should 
be seen as valuable Core Mission Support. 
Core Mission Support functions are necessary, vital, 
and integral. 

 Strong, strategic finance and accounting 

 Progressive human resources practices 

 Capable, responsive board governance 

 Talented and engaged development staff 

https://nonprofitquarterly.org/author/curtis-klotz/


 

Whole Organizations and True Program Costs 

Each of our programs is built around, is supported by, 
and shares responsibility for Core Mission Support. 
All of the resources we need to accomplish our 
programs are the True Program Costs, which include 
four types of expenses: 

 Direct Expenses: Program-Specific 

 Direct Expenses: Shared by Programs 

 Core Mission Support: Finance, HR, and Board 

 Core Mission Support: Fundraising & Partners 

 

 

Underfunded Programs 
Create a Gap at the Core 

Some programs are only partially funded by 
contributions or by earned revenue. 
When a program is only partially funded, the 
expenses not covered include a proportionate 
share of the Core Mission Support. This creates 
a Gap in funding for the finance, human 
resources, governance, and fundraising 
infrastructure that support the entire organization. 

 

Line-Item Funding 
Creates a Gap at the Core 

Some funders limit their support to only the direct 
expenses of program. When funders support only 
direct expenses, they deny funding for Core 
Mission Support. This leaves a Gap at the center 
of our organization. Not only is one program 
affected, but the health of the entire organization is 
at risk. 
 



 

Invest in the Core to Grow the Mission 

 
 
The growth and effectiveness of our mission work depend on having a solid core at the center of our 
organizations. Investing in our infrastructure is savvy, prudent, and absolutely necessary. 
 

Go Visual With Our New Thinking 

Once we have a new way of understanding and communicating about the Core Mission Support needed 
by our organizations, it is our job to share our thinking with others. Our funders, supporters and investors 
all want us to succeed. They are partners in accomplishing our mission work. But like us, they may need 
help reimagining the role strong infrastructure plays in amplifying program effectiveness. By providing a 
simple visual guide, we can help transform the way we talk about, picture, and ultimately fund the Core 
Mission Support that is at the center of all great nonprofits. 

 
 
___________________________________________________________ 

 
This article was published in its original form on the blog of the Nonprofit 

Assistance Fund. 
 

  

https://nonprofitsassistancefund.org/blog/2016/08/graphic-re-visioning-of-nonprofit-overhead
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UP FOR DEBATE 

Grantmaking Should Be Grounded in Real Costs 

Building trust and understanding between funders and grantees is a vital 

part of pay-what-it-takes philanthropy. 
 

By Fred Ali & Antony Bugg-Levine  

 

This article, “Pay-What-It-Takes Philanthropy,” is a heartening sign of the growing recognition that 

supporting nonprofit organizations with limited, restricted funding does not work. So what can we all do to 

make sure this recognition leads to systemic change that sets up nonprofit organizations for success and 

honors funders with the results their generosity deserves? 

 

The answer is simple in theory. As Ford Foundation President Darren Walker notes in the article, we must 

“encourage more honest dialogue about the actual operating costs of nonprofit organizations.” But how 

do we practically make that work in the absence of a mutual commitment to build trust between funders 

and grantees? 

 

We are trapped in a mindset that stigmatizes spending beyond direct program work. This mindset 

keeps many nonprofit leaders from recognizing and pursuing the investments needed to drive long-term 

impacts. And too many funders underestimate the unequal power dynamic inherent in their interactions 

with grantees. Analysis alone cannot overcome this cultural challenge. We must commit to a process that 

is mutually empowering. 

 

We agree with the premise of the article that effective grantmaking should be grounded in understanding 

the real costs of operating individual nonprofit organizations, rather than a single-rate, one-size-fits-all 

approach. Based on our experience having run, funded, advised, and/or lent to thousands of nonprofit 

organizations, successful approaches begin with an open and comprehensive understanding of the full 

costs each organization requires to achieve results. This understanding recognizes that: 

 

1. Full costs differ over time. A nonprofit poised to buy a building will have very different indirect 

cost needs than the same organization three years later. And the cost structure even of the same 

program can differ from, say, year one to year five. Calculations of full cost that focus on what an 

organization has needed to operate in the past often do little to help us understand what it needs 

to adapt to the future. 

2. Full costs differ by context. We have seen situations where local nonprofits operating under the 

same national umbrella organization have very different cost structures because each branch is 

responding to its local context (not because some are necessarily more “efficient” than others). 

3. Full costs are about more than covering indirect costs or overhead. Healthy nonprofits are 

able to save and borrow to respond to changing community needs and to safeguard services in 

times of crisis. Even an organization with its indirect costs covered will not necessarily develop 

this capacity. 

 

Fortunately, we are beginning to understand this. In California, the Nonprofit Finance Fund, the California 

Community Foundation, the Weingart Foundation, and 12 regional nonprofit organizations are piloting a 

program to enable nonprofit and foundation leaders to explore full costs together. This project is helping 

https://ssir.org/issue/summer_2016
http://ssir.org/articles/entry/pay_what_it_takes_philanthropy
http://www.nonprofitfinancefund.org/
http://calfund.org/
http://calfund.org/
http://www.weingartfnd.org/


 

nonprofit leaders and foundation program officers build a shared understanding of full cost that goes 

beyond indirect rates to include the full set of costs a resilient organization needs to cover. This work is 

bringing nonprofits and funders together for honest discussion about what it takes to fund social progress. 

We are unpacking the power dynamic that hinders candid conversation about true organizational needs. 

 

Early results are encouraging. As one nonprofit participant noted: “Because there were funder and 

nonprofit staff together around the table, I thought it was one of the most beneficial and ‘real’ convenings I 

had been to. I thought the perspectives and openness were so refreshing and challenging.” 97 percent of 

participants reported increased comfort advocating for full costs. 

 

Although this particular process may not work for everyone, it may be worthwhile to consider testing it 

among funders and grantees nationally, adding to the research agenda called for in the article. Most 

important, all funders and nonprofit leaders can help foster more honest dialogue in these ways: 

 

Funders: Reorient funding discussions and requests around the results you want grantees to 

achieve, rather than how you want them to spend money. Signal that you understand the 

constraints your grantees face. And provide general operating support. If you do not trust your 

grantees to know best how to use that support, how do you expect them to trust you? (And why 

are you funding them in the first place?) 

 

Nonprofits: You must articulate clearly the impact you generate with the resources you raise, 

which takes time and effort you likely do not have. And we realize that it can be reckless to fully 

disclose organizational needs to some funders. So start by asking the hard questions internally—

that will at least make you better informed about your own full costs. Then identify which of your 

funders would be willing to discuss the implications of these insights. There are more of them 

than you think. 

As noted in the article, it’s time for new approaches to grantmaking. These approaches should be rooted 

in a practical and comprehensive understanding of what it takes to build an effective and sustainable 

nonprofit organization. This will require committing to honest interaction between individual funders and 

nonprofit organizations to overcome the mutual distrust that often overwhelms the full cost conversation.  

____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Fred Ali is president and CEO of the Weingart Foundation, a Los Angeles-based foundation committed to 
improving the capacity and effectiveness of nonprofit organizations serving people and communities in need. 
 
Antony Bugg-Levine (@ABLImpact) is CEO of the Nonprofit Finance Fund, a consultant and lender that helps 
funders and nonprofits across the United States collaborate to achieve maximum impact for their investments and 
efforts. 
 
Online at: https://ssir.org/up_for_debate/pay_what_it_takes_philanthropy/ali_bugg_levine  
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Winter Is Here, and the Wall Between 

Funders and Nonprofits Must Come Down 
 

Grantmakers and nonprofits can face today's pressing social issues only if we break 
down the walls between us and see each other as partners on the same side.  
 
By Vu Le I September 8, 2016  
 
In the popular TV show Game of Thrones, there is a giant wall made of ice. It is 300 miles long and 700 feet 

tall, and it is designed to keep out the Wildlings, uncivilized people who live north of the Wall. The north side 

of the Wall is truly awful and savage and bitterly cold, and worst of all, there's no WiFi anywhere. South of 

the Wall, though, are civilized families who have nice clothes and food, and who probably bathe at least once 

a month. Sure, they jostle for power and scheme to murder one another all the time, but at least they're 

nothing like those bloodthirsty, lawless Wildlings with their rank-smelling fiu coats and gangrenous toes. 

 

At this point, you're probably asking yourself. What does this have to do with grantee inclusion? Many 

grantees see a huge wall of ice between funders and themselves, and from their perspectives, funders 

sometimes view and treat grantees like Wildlings. Every once in a while, we Wildlings try to break through 

the Wall, chanting, "Multi-year general operating funds!" ("Yeah, and have a common budget form, for God's 

sake!") But it seems we often encounter only flaming arrows and buckets of hot oil. 

 

For years, this Wall-this adversarial relationship between funders and grantees--puzzled me. Why do we view 

each other with such suspicion? Why do we have language like "this side of the table"? The power dynamics 

baffled me, until recently, when my nonprofit, Seattle-based Rainier Valley Corps 

(http://www.rainiervalleycorps.org) (RVC), started straddling the line between funder and grantee. 

 

RVC recruits talented fellows of color, providing them with training and support and a full-time position at 

grassroots community-based organizations (CBOs) led by communities of color, where our fellows work to 

help these CBOs develop organizational capacity. We have only just completed the first year with our pilot 

cohort of fellows. But because organizations must apply to be a host site ("CBO partner") and receive a 

fellow, some view RVC as a quasi-funding agency. As I wrote in another post (http://nonprofitwithballs. 

com/2015/08/funders-your-grant-application-process-may-be-perpetuating-inequity/), we have the best of 

both worlds: The difficult choices and guilt that come with being a funder, and the cash flow-related night 

terrors that come with being a fund-seeker. 

 

http://www.rainiervalleycorps.org/
http://nonprofitwithballs.com/201
http://nonprofitwithballs.com/201


 

As we grew into our uneasy role as a funding-type organization, I learned several things. For instance: The 

"funder halo effect," where grantees perceive funders as especially smart and charismatic, is real. I have 

never felt smarter or more attractive; my graying hair now a mark of wisdom, and this involuntary twitch in 

my left eye, developed over several fiscal years as an executive director, a dreamy come-hither gaze. 

 

I learned that power imbalance is pervasive, seeping into every area of interaction. I remember visiting a 

prospective CBO partner, and the staff there seemed visibly nervous, stuttering and tripping on their words. 

Their attentiveness and deference was a little unnerving and weird, especially because I've spent much of my 

career on the "other side of the table."  I used to be the one freaking out about the physical conditions of the 

office before a site visit; the one who ran to get a haircut that same day, convinced that no funder would 

support an organization whose executive director had an unkempt crow's nest on his head. 

 

I also learned that power dynamics and other factors make it easy to buy into the myth that we funders are 

generous entities doing grantees a huge favor by sending them resources. I became frustrated with many 

CBO partners, for example, for failing to show up for mandatory monthly group meetings, forgetting that 

they-all grassroots organizations led by communities of color, all with less than $500,000 in their budget- 

didn't have staff time to attend these meetings and that my organization existed to help them build staffing 

capacity. Failing to take this imbalance into account can perpetuate the philosophy of funders as givers and 

grantees as takers, a philosophy that is mostly unconscious but that manifests in various ways, such as 

impatience with grantees for failing to be "accountable." 

 

As we did our work of selecting CBO partners, I became more sympathetic to program officers. Sure, it was 

nice to be seen as witty and ridiculously good-looking yet extremely modest. But it was often difficult to tell 

whether some of our applicants felt comfortable enough to be completely honest about the capacity 

challenges they were facing-a critical factor in determining whether they would make good host sites for our 

fellows. 

 

Being a quasi-funder made me realize that my organization had to do things differently to avoid perpetuating 

the same dynamics that many of us grantees grumble about in the depths of local bars during happy hour 

(which, if there's a rejection from a major funder, may start as early as 11 a.m.). For example, we became 

more cognizant of our language, both in print and in general conversation. When a funder says, "Yeah, if you 

have a logic model or something similar I can look at, that would be great, "they may be thinking, "Aw, it 

would be nice to see some outcomes articulated; that would help me convince the review team that this 

organization is doing great work." The grantee, though, may be thinking, "Oh God, we don't have a logic 

model. How are we going to get a logic model? They're not going to fund us if we don't have a logic model! 

Why didn't we have a logic model before this meeting? What the hell is a logic model?!I am a terrible human 

being and my organization is doomed!" 

 

As this post is the last in this article series, Putting Grantees at the Center of Philanthropy, which I have 

enjoyed very much, I want to leave you with this final piece of advice and plea: We must take down the Wall 

that divides grantees and funders, and fundamentally change the way we see each other. Being on the other 

side of the Wall this year let me see first-hand how destructive it is. 

 

http://www.ssir.org/puttinggrantees_at_the_center_of_philanthropy


 

In Game of Thrones, the Wall divides the Wildlings from the civilized folks. But originally, the Wall wasn't 

designed with that purpose in mind. It was meant to keep out the White Walkers-ice zombies intent on killing 

everyone during the long winter. The Wildlings were just unlucky enough to get caught on the White Walkers' 

side of the wall when it was built. As the winter ended, and the threat of White Walkers diminished, people 

started thinking that the Wall's purpose was to keep out the Wildlings. 

 

Unfortunately, this is what has happened between funders and grantees. Funders put in place practices and 

philosophies-such as "safe spaces," strategic philanthropy, and the endless focus on sustainability-with good 

intentions. But over time, these measures became walls, gradually reinforced by the mentality that the 

people serving the communities-the grantees--are different. 

 

We can effectively implement the suggestions my brilliant colleagues have posed in this article series only if 

we change the way funders and grant-seekers fundamentally view each other. Grantees still feel like funders 

see them as Wildlings on the other side of the Wall and that grantee inclusion equates to small measures of 

rations flung over the Wall to keep them from revolting. But winter is here, and our communities face the ice 

zombies of injustice, poverty, racism, gentrification, and environmental degradation. The only way we can 

face them is if we break down the walls between funders and grantees, and see each other as partners on 

the same side, addressing the same issues. 

  
 
 Vu Le is the executive director of Rainier Valley Corps, a Seattle-based organization with the 
mission of ending systemic inequity by supporting leaders of color, strengthening the capacity 
of organizations led by communities of color, and fostering collaborations between diverse 
communities. He is the author behind the blog nonprofitwithballs.com. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://ssir.org/putting_grantees_at_the_center_of_philanthropy 
 
Read more in the series, Putting Grantees at the Center of Philanthropy, 
produced by the Stanford Social Innovation Review in partnership 
with Grantmakers for Effective Organizations, which tells the story of why 
and how grantee inclusion is key to effective philanthropy, from both the 
funder and nonprofit perspectives. 
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05 Oct 2016 | Angela Glover Blackwell 

  
Equity is a big, dynamic idea. The field — the universe of people working to create a just, fair society — 
is blossoming. Reading the provocatively titled blog post, “What the Heck Does Equity Mean?,” by Kris 
Putnam-Walkerly and Elizabeth Russell, I was struck by two thoughts. First, I am not surprised they 
found that a universal definition of equity is elusive. Second, I am not concerned. 
  
Rather, I am thrilled to see so many people and organizations embrace the hope of equity and grapple 
with the complexity of translating that hope into action. I am grateful to see people in philanthropy and 
beyond search for their own ways to express equity and contribute to a broad-based effort to transform 
America into a nation in which all can participate, thrive, and succeed. 
  
PolicyLink, the organization I lead, was founded nearly 20 years ago with a mission to advance economic 
and social equity, and for a long time we didn’t have a concise definition either. But we knew in our 
bones what equity meant and why it mattered. We saw equity as the antidote to structural racism and 
social and economic disparities across the nation. We were determined to advance policies to build a 
fair, inclusive America that delivers on the promise of opportunity for all. 
  
Equity is different from the formal legal equality conferred by landmark laws such as the Civil Rights Act. 
Equality gives everyone the right to ride on the bus, in any seat they choose. Equity ensures there are 
bus lines where people need them so they can get to school or the doctor or work. It means policies and 
investments that grow good jobs and expand entrepreneurship opportunities for low-income people 
and people of color. It means policies that build human capabilities by upgrading the education and skill 
of the nation’s diverse workforce. It means policies that dismantle destructive barriers to economic 
inclusion and civic participation, and build healthy communities of opportunity for all. 
 

PolicyLink went on to define equity this way: just and fair inclusion into a society in which all can 
participate, prosper, and reach their full potential.  Some of our partners use our definition, many have 
articulated their own, and some are wrestling to find their own authentic expressions. Nevertheless, the 
aspiration for equity has galvanized communities, advocates, government leaders, organizers, scholars, 

http://www.policylink.org/Blog/author/234


 

business leaders and philanthropists to rethink priorities, refocus strategies, and forge new partnerships 
to create a more equitable nation. There is growing consensus that equity is a win for everyone, not a 
zero-sum game, and it is essential for prosperity as America bolts toward becoming a majority people of 
color. The quest for the perfect definition should not slow down this amazing momentum. 

Last year, more than 3,000 passionate, committed leaders from around the country gathered in Los 
Angeles for the PolicyLink Equity Summit. Leading up to the summit, our fifth and largest so far, 
PolicyLink created the Equity Manifesto as a touchstone for people engaged in the work of equity, 
however they define the word. The statement is intentionally expansive and inclusive. We wrote it not 
to impose a definition or prescribe solutions but to ignite the imaginations of people everywhere about 
the possibilities in our changing nation and to lift up the values that can bring us together in charting the 
course toward a fair, inclusive, equitable future. PolicyLink created a short video 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BhWc6Dzy8xM&feature=youtu.be) that captures the spirit of the 
work. 

I share both here. 

The Equity Manifesto 

 It begins by joining together, believing in the potency of inclusion, and building from a common 
bond. 

 It embraces complexity as cause for collaboration, accepting that our fates are inextricable. 

 It recognizes local leaders as national leaders, nurturing the wisdom and creativity within every 
community as essential to solving the nation’s problems. 

 It demands honesty and forthrightness, calling out racism and oppression, both overt and 
systemic. 

 It strives for the power to realize our goals while summoning the grace to sustain them. 

 It requires that we understand the past, without being trapped in it; embrace the present, 
without being constrained by it; and look to the future, guided by the hopes and courage of 
those who have fought before and beside us. 

This is equity: just and fair inclusion into a society in which all can participate, prosper, and reach their 
full potential. Unlocking the promise of the nation by unleashing the promise in us all. 

 

Guest post on the Philanthropy 411 Blog by Angela Glover Blackwell, CEO of PolicyLink. 
http://putnam-consulting.com/philanthropy-411-blog/equity-is/   
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BhWc6Dzy8xM&feature=youtu.be
http://www.policylink.org/sites/default/files/pl_sum15_manifesto_FINAL_4app.pdf
http://putnam-consulting.com/philanthropy-411-blog/equity-is/


 

 
How Board Members Can Advance Diversity, 
Equity, and Inclusion in Foundations 

 
 
Philanthropy has been successful in tackling some of our region’s biggest challenges and in 
contributing to our region’s vibrancy. And our region’s philanthropy has the potential to be even more 
successful. Focusing on encouraging foundations to take voluntary action to advance diversity, equity, 
and inclusion (DEI) will increase our philanthropy’s success by: 1) increasing effectiveness, 2) 

enhancing impact, and 3) advancing the common good.   

Trustees and Board members of foundations are uniquely positioned to advance DEI in foundations.  
Below are some ideas for foundation Trustees and Board members to support progress on DEI – 
explore which ones would work best for your foundation:  

- Authorizing environment: Make DEI an institutional priority; e.g., include as a goal in your 

strategic plan or a statement in your guiding principles; dedicate resources to building an 
inclusive culture at the staff and board levels; define what diversity means for your organization 

- CEO expectation: Include performance around DEI as a measure of effectiveness; i.e., your 
CEO is expected to prioritize DEI and show progress, such as in grantmaking, community 
engagement, hiring, recruiting volunteers 

- Executive hiring: Mandate to search firms that DEI is a priority in searches; interview diverse 
candidates; develop strategies to ensure diverse recruitment at executive and non-executive 
levels; ask all candidates about how they will approach DEI issues 

- Vendors: Hire vendors with diverse staff and an explicit commitment to DEI; e.g., fund 

managers, investment advisors, legal firms, consultants, accounting firms, venues for meetings 
and events 

- Investment strategy: Apply a diversity, equity, and inclusion lens to investment strategies 

- Evaluation of organizational impact: Evaluate the effectiveness of your work with a DEI 

lens; e.g., analyze who is benefiting from your work by collecting and using data that tracks 
distinct populations (e.g., gender, ability, sexual orientation, race/ethnicity)  

- Board diversity: Implement structures that expand entry points for potential Board members, 
such as committees that create spaces for diverse voices; mentor and develop the leadership of 
diverse Board members; nominate and appoint diverse candidates as successors to Board chairs 

- Community engagement: Expand networks through intentional outreach and participation in 
communities (e.g., site visits, volunteering and being involved in communities served); ask for 
and act on input from the communities you serve 

- Grants and programs: Commit resources to explicit DEI work and grants; ask grantees to 

submit their staff, Board and program DEI profiles and policies as part of the grant application  

- Nonprofits as partners: Encourage greater responsiveness among nonprofits to DEI issues 
and work with them as partners; i.e., set the expectation that DEI is a priority and provide 
resources for it, such as capacity building around DEI issues and tools; build learning 
relationships with nonprofit partners to strengthen your foundation’s connections to and 

understanding of diverse communities; welcome nonprofit leaders on your foundation’s Board 
and committees  

- Strategic communications: Use strategic communications to share your DEI work and to 
promote it as a priority in the nonprofit and philanthropic fields  

 
These recommendations were developed by a group of Philanthropy Network members who participated in a year-long Trustee 

peer-group to explore how foundation Trustees and Board members can support progress on DEI. We recognize that organizations 

are at different stages, and that not all recommendations work for all organizations, and encourage you to explore which work best 
for your foundation.  

For additional information about Philanthropy Network’s Diversity, Equity and Inclusion work, please contact Theresa Jackson, 
Director of Member Services and Information at theresa@philanthropynetwork.org.  

mailto:theresa@philanthropynetwork.org


 

 
 

Culture: the way we do things around 

here. This common phrase diminishes 

the importance of culture. Cultivating an 

intentional change-making culture is 

imperative for foundations that want to 

move from grant making to change 

making. Culture is a critical strategy for 

large-scale change and involves the 

consistent, long-term promotion of the 

values, norms, and daily behaviors that 

allow people, organizations, and 

communities to align their actions in a 

disciplined way. Culture is part of the 

answer to why some social change 

initiatives achieve transformational 

results while others do not. Organizational culture has been widely discussed in other domains, but is 

strikingly absent in both the practice of and academic literature on philanthropy. 

 

While foundations’ internal culture is a critical element to achieving large-scale social change, efforts to 

intentionally build it are too often left out of strategy processes. Foundations may not prioritize 

conversations about culture due to lack of market forces and accountability and the tendency to value 

expertise above all else. Some foundations might not see change making as their core purpose. 

Emotional barriers can also get in the way; discussing culture can cause discomfort by shedding light on 

leadership weaknesses and can feel luxurious when there is urgent mission-driven work to be done. 

What will it take for foundations to focus on an internal change-making culture? We bet that 

foundations will adopt a change-making culture in response to a desire for a new way of doing things 

among the millennial talent base. Foundations will need new leaders at all levels and want top talent to 

consider them rewarding places to work. Furthermore, foundations will want to uphold their reputation; 

foundations risk losing influence if they can’t adapt, innovate, and take risks to solve social problems. 

While there is no one culture that suits every foundation, a particular set of characteristics must be 

present in those that seek large-scale social change: a focus on outcomes, transparency, authenticity, 

collaboration, equity and inclusion, continuous learning, and openness to risk.  

Foundations can start building a change-making culture by prioritizing the conversation about culture; 

teams should be able to see the connection between internal behaviors, external impact, and social 

http://communitywealth.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Culture-istock-Photo.jpg


 

outcomes. Moments of change, such as strategic planning or new collaborative engagements with the 

community, can be natural entry points to engage teams in this conversation. 

Elements of Culture  
• Values: what we care about 
• Norms: rules and supporting structures and processes that define how to live the values 
• Behaviors: actions to take that follow the rules 
 

Challenges to Implementing a Change-Making Culture 
 There is no explicit articulation or shared understanding of the behaviors that reflect the 

organization’s espoused values 

 People are clear about the behaviors, but hold subconscious beliefs that conflict with and keep them 

from demonstrating them. 

 People are clear about value-aligned behaviors, but have not internalized them because they were 

not part of shaping them 

 People are clear about the behaviors, but there is no shared accountability for enforcing them. 

 People don’t know how to have conversations that are key to holding others accountable. 

 The organization isn’t making the change it seeks, which may suggest it has chosen the wrong 

values, norms, or behaviors. 

Change-Making Culture is Established Through:  
• A powerful question to start the process – “What are the behaviors you expect of your peers that 

you’re also willing to hold yourself accountable to?  

• A co-creative process engaging the full team and leadership.  

• Articulating norms and behaviors.  

• Behaviors selected for their contribution to driving results.  

• Simple, memorable taglines that make it easier to hold ourselves and others accountable.  

• Behaviors enforced inside and outside the organization.  

• An adaptable ongoing journey 

 

Actions to Sustain Culture  
• CEO conversations with new recruits.  

• Modeling by organizational leaders of named norms and behaviors.  

• Incorporation of behaviors into performance reviews and hiring practices.  

• Quarterly team conversations about how the organization is living – or not living – the culture.  

• Culture shout-outs in staff meetings and other forms of public recognition.  

• Asking for feedback from grantees/partners/ constituents on specific behaviors 

 
Excerpted from Internal Culture, External Impact: How a ChangeMaking Culture Positions Foundations to 
Achieve Transformational Change by Amy Celep, M.B.A., Sara Brenner, M.B.A., and Rachel Mosher-
Williams, M.P.A., Community Wealth Partners (Foundation Review, March 2016) 

 

CONTACT: Sara Brenner, President, Community Wealth Partners 

202.618.4759 | sbrenner@communitywealth.com 

 

http://scholarworks.gvsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1288&context=tfr
http://scholarworks.gvsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1288&context=tfr
mailto:sbrenner@communitywealth.com


 

9 traits of the kind of leaders  
we need in this time and place 
 

See the strength in uncertainty. 
It was Bertrand Russell who said, “The whole problem with the world is that 

fools and fanatics are always so certain of themselves, and wise people so full 

of doubts.” The issues we deal with are complex and require nuance; nothing is simple and clear-cut. 

The leaders that we need must be able to doubt themselves, to question their own assumptions, 

question their party’s assumptions, because that is the only way to see different perspectives and reach 

the truth. To be willing to admit that we do not know everything, that we and our “side” may be wrong 

on occasion, is not a weakness, but a sign of humility, and humility is a sign strength.  

Can consider differing viewpoints. 
It’s frustrating how we have become a culture of “unfriending” people with whom we disagree. In some 

ways, this is a defense against the type of bullying behaviors so often present in conversations, 

especially online. But it has reached a point now where friendly intellectual debates are rare. They get 

heated, and both parties retreat to their echo chambers, surrounded by people who reinforce their 

views. We need leaders who can bring back civil dialog and collegial disagreements. 

Understand that everyone is affected by unjust systems. 
Systems that perpetuate injustice affect everyone. They affect different communities in different ways 

and measures, and we must focus our strategies accordingly. But overall, inequity ultimately harms all of 

us. Once we understand that, it becomes easier for us to lessen the blaming, and it becomes everyone’s 

responsibility to address systemic oppression. 

Believe that we are tied to one another, that there are no “others.”  
Some call it enlightened self-interest, this belief that we must help each other not out of pity or charity, 

but because it’s ultimately good for ourselves and for our own families. By helping other people, we help 

create a safer, better community for ourselves and our kids. The leaders we need believe that we exist 

in one community, that there are not “other people” that we’re helping, that there are no “other 

people’s kids.” They believe that our fates are tied to one another’s, that all kids are our kids. They Four 

Amigos fundamentally believed this, which is why they supported one another across their ethnic 

differences. It would have been easier to think, “Well, that’s a Black problem; I’m Asian, it doesn’t affect 

me.” But they knew that their communities are interconnected, and they took up one another’s causes 

as their own, because those were their causes too. 

Can paradoxically ground their work in their own story while removing 

themselves from the work.  
I had a professor in grad school who told me, “If you want to be effective in the world, you must learn to 

forget yourself.” The work we do is often not about us; we must learn to set our pride and egos aside 

and do what is needed, even stuff we hate. But now that I think about it, the strongest leaders, like the 

Four Amigos, have a clear sense of themselves, of their heritage, of where they come from. They draw 

strength from their roots and from their identities. And they use their stories to advance the causes they 



 

care about. The leaders we need know that the fight for justice is often paradoxically about them but 

also not about them. It allows them to be in the spotlight if the situation demands, and to fade into the 

background and create space for others to lead when needed. 

Believe that our diversity is our strength.  
With so much xenophobia and anti-immigrant/refugees sentiments growing, so many people forget that 

diversity—of thoughts, of cultures, of identities—is not just something to be tolerated, but something 

we must all seek. Diversity is a critical factor that makes everything—boards of directors, for-profit 

companies, hiring panels—and thus our community stronger. The kind of leaders we need don’t just 

tolerate opposing views, they actively search for it. They don’t just recruit diverse job applicants to say 

they tried, they actively change hiring practices to make them more accessible to diverse candidates. 

They don’t just talk about inclusion, they actively change funding practices to make it easier for 

organizations led by marginalized communities.   

Play the game while they change the game.  
Sometimes, I meet leaders who are so frustrated by the systems that they don’t even want to 

participate. Grantwriting is inequitable, so they don’t want to learn how to write an effective grant 

proposal. Politics is futile and corrupt, so they don’t want to mobilize their communities or even vote. 

The systems we have are not perfect, and some of them are oppressive, but we cannot change them 

unless we at least understand them. The leaders we need are good at playing the game, so their 

credibility is never challenged as they work to change the rules of the game. The Amigos were adept at 

navigating the systems. They became good at it—fundraising, talking to politicians, negotiating with 

business leaders—and because of that, they were able to get stuff done. 

Unite and bring out the best in people.  
With so much that divides us, we need our leaders to be able to pull people together. And when people 

are pulled together, there will likely be contentiousness that naturally arises, so we need leaders who 

can bring out the best in everyone so they can work effectively across differences. This is not easy. 

Sometimes, when you put a bunch of brilliant and passionate people together, they become incredibly 

unproductive. The Amigos throughout their decades of activism, inspired and motivated countless 

individuals and got them to work in unison for protests and other acts of civil disobedience. To do this, 

they must fundamentally believe that these are everyone’s struggles, that everyone has a place in the 

movement, and that we can only achieve our common goals if we respect and work with one another. 

Have relentless optimism for an ideal world, grounded in reality.  
The work that we do in this sector is complex and difficult. We are talking about tackling systemic 

injustice entrenched by centuries of practice. They are ingrained into our culture, our unconscious. 

Faced with that, it is easy to lose hope. But the leaders we need can balance the realities of our current 

world with a vision of what our world could be. They find and bring out the good in everyone and in 

everything. They find hope and joy in the world even in the darkest of days. The Amigos, from what I 

know of them, had a great sense of humor. I saw two of them on stage together. They were friends who 

ribbed and goaded one another, trading witty insults and hilarious stories. Though their work was often 

heavy, and they knew it, they never forgot to appreciate life’s moments of happiness. 

By Vu Le, Nonprofit with Balls blog (http://nonprofitwithballs.com/)  

http://nonprofitwithballs.com/2015/04/our-hiring-practices-are-inequitable-and-need-to-change/
http://nonprofitwithballs.com/2015/08/funders-your-grant-application-process-may-be-perpetuating-inequity/
http://nonprofitwithballs.com/
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